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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Canterbury Regional Council (CRC) and the Kaikōura District Council (KDC) commissioned
the Institute of Geological and Nuclear Science (GNS Science) to map areas of the KDC district
that could potentially be affected by landslides triggered by earthquakes and/or rainfall. It is
our understanding that the results from this project may be used to underpin parts of the KDC
District Plan change with regards to their natural hazards chapter, which is being reviewed
after the MW7.8 14 November 2016 Kaikōura earthquake.
This project focuses on landslides that include both “slippage” and “falling debris” hazards,
terms mentioned in the Building Act (2004), and used in this report as:
1.

Slippage includes the movement or loss (including partial loss) of land from a slope when
it occurs beneath a structure (e.g., dwelling, garage, road, shed, etc.), and;

2.

Falling debris includes soil, rock, vegetation, snow or ice that may fall and “runout” onto
a property (e.g., dwelling, garage, shed and/or land), from upslope (the landslide source
area), inundating the property.

The work presented in this report comprises a district-scale assessment of selected landslide
hazards (debris and rock avalanches and debris flows) within the project area. The project
objectives were:
1.

To provide a district-scale deterministic assessment of locations within the project area
that could be affected by debris and rock avalanches (slippage and falling debris
hazards) triggered by earthquakes and rain; and

2.

Delineate the location and extent of debris-flow fans within the project area and provide
a district-scale deterministic assessment of potential debris inundation areas from debris
flows triggered by rainfall.

This Phase 1 report summarises the methodology used to provide a district-scale deterministic
assessment of the locations within the project area that could be affected by debris and rock
avalanches (slippage and falling debris) and debris flows (debris-flow fans) triggered by
earthquakes and rain. The landslide debris inundation areas were modelled in ArcGIS using a
set of empirical relationships based on observations of landslides in New Zealand and
worldwide. The landslide debris inundation modelling was carried out for three landslide types:
1) debris flows; 2) debris avalanches; and 3) rock avalanches. This report provides example
applications of the methodology used. The ArcGIS data files of the results for the entire project
area are provided to CRC and KDC.
Results from this project highlight that rainfall-triggered landslides (wet debris avalanches and
debris flows) have a greater mobility and travel further than earthquake-triggered landslides
(dry debris avalanches) of similar volume. These results are consistent with research by others
in New Zealand and worldwide. This project also provides information which could be used to
delineate areas with greater potential for landslide debris inundation (i.e. located downslope
from potential landslide sources and within modelled runout distances based on empirical
relationships). Due to the deterministic nature of the assessment presented in this report, it
does not provide a probability of occurrence for the landslide hazard scenarios considered.
This means that while estimates of landslide debris inundation are available for a range of
landslide types and volumes, the current Phase 1 work does not provide information regarding
the likelihood of a given area being inundated with debris.
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It is recommended that KDC and CRC assess whether the results from this Phase 1 study
provide sufficient information to underpin District Plan provisions. The Phase 2 work would
take the results from Phase 1 and estimate the spatial probability of landslides of different
volumes impacting the different areas within the hazard zones identified in Phase 1. Whilst we
understand that this Phase 2 work may not be needed, it would provide a more robust analysis
of the landslide hazards within the district.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

Canterbury Regional Council (CRC) and the Kaikōura District Council (KDC) commissioned
the Institute of Geological and Nuclear Science (GNS Science) to map areas of the KDC district
that could potentially be affected by landslides triggered by earthquakes and/or rainfall. It is
our understanding that the results from this project may be used to underpin parts of the KDC
District Plan change with regards to their natural hazards provisions, which is being reviewed
after the MW7.8 14 November 2016 Kaikōura earthquake.
The scope-of-work, extent of project area, and budget were outlined in GNS Science proposal
24766267, which was approved by CRC on 21 June 2019. This project is conducted under the
terms of the Master Service Agreement (MSA) 1121-20/21 between GNS Science and CRC
for the period May 2018 to April 2021. The area covered in this project is shown in Figure 1.1.
It was proposed by GNS Science, that this work be carried out in two phases:
•

Phase 1: To provide a district-scale deterministic assessment of the locations within the
project area that could be affected by landslide hazards; and

•

Phase 2: To provide a district-scale probabilistic assessment of the landslide hazards
identified in Phase 1.

Phase 2 cannot be carried out without completing Phase 1. However, the Council may not
need to carry out Phase 2, if the results from Phase 1 provide the information they need to
underpin parts of the KDC District Plan change. This report provides the results from Phase 1.

Figure 1.1

Overview map of the project area.
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1.1

Terminology

The Resource Management Act (1991) defines natural hazards as “any atmospheric or earth
or water related occurrence (including earthquake, tsunami, erosion, volcanic and geothermal
activity, landslip, subsidence, sedimentation, wind, drought, fire, or flooding) the action of which
adversely affects or may adversely affect human life, property, or other aspects of the
environment”. This project focuses on landslides that include both “slippage” and “falling
debris” hazards (Figure 1.2), as mentioned in the Building Act (2004), and used in this report
as:
1.

Slippage includes the movement or loss (including partial loss) of land from a slope when
it occurs beneath a structure (e.g., dwelling, garage, road, shed), and;

2.

Falling debris includes soil, rock, vegetation, snow or ice that may fall and “runout” onto
a property (e.g., dwelling, garage, shed and/or land), from upslope (the landslide source
area), inundating the property.

Slippage might include extremely rapid (5 m/s) to extremely slow (< 16 mm/year) debris
movement velocity, but falling debris tends to involve extremely rapid (5 m/s), and very rapid
(3 m/min) debris movement velocity, e.g., rockfall and debris flows.
For this report the term landslide debris inundation area refers to the runout path that is
inundated by the debris which includes the debris source, transport, and deposit zones
(Figure 1.3).

Figure 1.2

Schematic diagrams by GNS Science showing landslide hazards in terms of “falling debris” and
“slippage” used in the Building Act (2004).

The Earthquake Commission (EQC) Act (1993) refers to landslides as: “natural landslip
meaning the movement (whether by way of falling, sliding, or flowing, or by a combination
thereof) of ground-forming materials composed of natural rock, soil, artificial fill, or a
combination of such materials, which, before movement, formed an integral part of the ground;
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but does not include the movement of ground due to below-ground subsidence, soil expansion,
soil shrinkage, soil compaction, or erosion”.
Landslides are defined as the movement of rock, soil, or debris downslope (Evans 2001).
According to the velocity scale proposed by Hungr et al. (2014), landslides can range from
extremely rapid (> 5 m/s) to extremely slow (< 16 mm/year). Skempton and Hutchinson (1969)
noted that the landslide deformation history comprises three distinct episodes: pre-failure
deformation; the failure itself; and post-failure displacement. Many landslides exhibit several
movement episodes, separated by long or short periods of relative quiescence. Landslides are
typically categorised following the scheme of Hungr et al. (2014), which describes their type of
movement and the material in which they originate.

Figure 1.3

1.2

Schematic representation of the source area and debris inundation area (source, transport, and
deposit zones) of a landslide. Drawing modified from Mitchell et al. (in press).

Objectives

It is important to note that this work comprises a district-scale assessment of selected landslide
hazards within the project area. The project objectives are:
1.

To provide a district-scale deterministic assessment of locations within the project area
that could be affected by slippage and falling debris triggered by earthquakes and rain.

2.

Delineate the location and extent of debris-flow fans within the project area and provide
a district-scale deterministic assessment of potential debris inundation areas from debris
flows triggered by rainfall.
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1.3

Landslide Types Assessed and Associated Definitions

Understanding what landslide type can occur at a given location is important since the different
landslide types have typical behaviour (e.g., velocity of displacement, reoccurrence, travel
distance) which affects how hazardous they can be. Based on the classification by
Hungr et al. (2014), the rapidly moving landslide types assessed in this project are: 1) debris
flows; 2) debris avalanches; and 3) rock avalanches. These three types of landslides cover
both slippage and falling debris as defined in the Building Act (2004). Inundation by slow
moving landslides has not been assessed as part of this project.
1.3.1

Debris Flows

Debris flows are defined by Hungr et al. (2014) as a “very rapid to extremely rapid surging flow
of saturated debris in a steep channel. Strong entrainment of material and water from the flow
path can occur along the runout path. Debris flows often occur simultaneously with floods. The
debris flow may be initiated by a debris slide, debris avalanche or rockfall from a steep bank,
or by spontaneous instability of the steep stream bed.” The sediment concentration of debris
flows exceeds 40% (typically 50–70%) and their volume can be up to 1,000,000,000 m3
(Iverson et al. 2011). Figure 1.4 shows the result of a mobile channelised debris flow.
Once saturated debris material begins to move in a steep channel, the volume of a debris flow
can change due to entrainment (Iverson et al. 2011). Entrainment results from scour of channel
bed sediment or collapse of stream banks. The bulk of the material involved in a debris-flow
event can sometimes originate from entrainment within the runout path. Experimental results
from Iverson et al. (2011) have shown that pore water pressures generated as wet bed
sediment is overridden and progressively entrained by debris flows can reduce friction and
lead to a pronounced increase in flow-momentum. The pore water pressure represents the
pressure exerted by the water filling the voids in a soil, debris, or rock mass. Changes in
debris-flow volume and momentum due to entrainment have the potential to influence the
debris-flow velocity and travel distance (Iverson et al. 2011).
Following Hungr et al. (2014), a debris flow refers exclusively to a channelised landslide,
whereas a landslide consisting of flowing debris on an open slope is referred to as a debris
avalanche. It is possible that debris flows become debris avalanches (Section 1.3.2) if the
channel they flow down becomes less confined, and conversely debris avalanche may become
debris flows if the debris enters a channel. Where the erosion rate outpaces the depositional
environment (e.g., river or coastal erosion rate greater than deposition rate), the landslide
deposits from multiple debris flows form debris fans. Wilford et al. (2004) noted that fans
constructed by debris flows “characteristically have marginal levees or terminal lobes.”
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Figure 1.4

Debris flows triggered by rain in Eastbourne, Wellington, in November 2006. The source areas of the
debris flows are in the left of the photograph. The debris travelled down slope several hundreds of
meters where it impacted the dwellings shown in the right of the photograph. Photograph by
G. Hancox, GNS Science.

1.3.1.1 Fan
Fans are cone-shaped landforms that are generated when confined watercourses
(e.g., gullies, creeks, rivers) become wider and the water course becomes less confined,
e.g., when watercourses enter valleys, plains or lakes. The resulting decrease in flow velocity
promotes sediment deposition. Mapping the extent of fans is important because they are
dynamic landforms that result from cyclic avulsion of channels radiating from the fan apex
(Figure 1.5). The dynamic nature of such landforms poses a hazard to people and
infrastructure located on them; as areas that were inactive (and have since been built on) can
reactivate and start actively eroding or receiving sediments. Davies and McSaveney (2008)
discussed some of the considerations for sustainable development on fans. Davies and
McSaveney (2008) also discussed that fans can be divided into two end-members: 1) alluvial
fan – dominated by deposition of sediment from fluvial processes; and 2) debris-flow fan –
dominated by deposition of sediment from debris flows and debris floods (Figure 1.6). This
report focuses on delineating the extent of both types of fans and identifying the likely dominant
fan-building process. As debris-flow fans are typically associated with comparatively small and
steep catchments, morphometric (i.e., measurements of the landscape shape) parameters
such as the Melton Ratio (defined in Section 1.3.1.2) can be used to estimate the dominant
fan-building process (fluvial vs. debris flow).
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Figure 1.5

Example from Cougar Creek, Alberta, Canada of the different sections of a fan receiving sediment
during the last ~3,200 years (modified from Jakob et al., 2017).

Figure 1.6

Oblique aerial view of debris-flow fans in the Makarora valley. Photograph by L. Homer, 1996
GNS Science.
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1.3.1.2 Melton Ratio
The Melton Ratio was first defined by Melton (1965) as the topographic relief of the catchment
(ΔHcatchment which is highest elevation minus lowest elevation in the catchment) divided by the
square root of its area (Acatchment).
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 =

∆𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

�𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡

The Melton Ratio has been used to identify debris-flow dominated catchments in New Zealand,
for example, in the Southern Alps (de Scally and Owen 2004; Kritikos and Davies 2015), the
Coromandel and the Kaimai ranges (Welsh 2007), along with the Bay of Plenty and Westland
(Welsh and Davies 2011) regions.
1.3.1.3 Debris Floods
A debris flood is defined by Hungr et al. (2014) as a landslide consisting of “very rapid flow of
water, heavily charged with debris, in a steep channel, whose peak discharge is comparable
to that of a water flood”. Pierson (2005) referred to them as hyper concentrated flows that are
transitional between debris flows and water floods. In the current project, debris floods are
distinguished from debris flows, using the Melton Ratio and catchment length assessment to
determine the dominant fan forming process.
1.3.2

Debris Avalanches

A debris avalanche is defined by Hungr et al. (2014) as a “very rapid to extremely rapid shallow
flow of partially or fully saturated debris on a steep slope, without confinement in an established
channel”. In the project area, the term debris avalanche was restricted to landslides with a
volume less than 100,000 m3 (above which landslides were considered to be a rock avalanche,
Section 1.3.3). Hungr et al. (2014) also described debris avalanches as initiating as debris
slides (Section 1.3.2.1) and are associated with failures of residual soil, colluvial, pyroclastic,
or organic veneer.
The important distinction between debris avalanches and rockfalls is that rockfalls comprise
individual fragments, which move as independent rigid bodies interacting with the substrate by
means of episodic impacts. By contrast, debris avalanches move in a flow-like manner as
masses of interacting fragments and water. Figure 1.7 provides examples of debris avalanches
from the Kaikōura District.
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Figure 1.7

Debris avalanches triggered by the 2016 Kaikōura earthquake. Photograph by D. Townsend,
GNS Science.

1.3.2.1 Debris Slides
A debris slide is defined by Hungr et al. (2014) as a: “sliding of a mass of granular material on
a shallow, planar surface parallel with the ground. Usually, the sliding mass is a veneer of
colluvium, weathered soil, or pyroclastic deposits sliding over a stronger substrate. Many
debris slides become flow-like after moving a short distance and transform into extremely rapid
debris avalanches.” Debris slides are not analysed separately in this project and this definition
is only provided to describe the initial stage of a debris avalanche (Section 1.3.2).
1.3.3

Rock Avalanches

A rock avalanche is defined by Hungr et al. (2014) as: “an extremely rapid (> 5 m/s), massive,
flowlike motion of fragmented rock from a large rock slide or rock fall. Large rock avalanches
have a degree of mobility that exceeds the behaviour of a smaller-volume frictional flow of dry,
angular, broken rock.” The mobility of rock avalanches, which affects the runout distance,
increases systematically with the volume of the event. To capture the increase of mobility as
a function of volume, the current project restricted the use of rock avalanches to landslides
having a volume greater than 100,000 m3. Figure 1.8 provides examples of a rock avalanche
from the Kaikōura District.

8
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Figure 1.8

1.4

Hapuku rock avalanche triggered by the 2016 Kaikōura earthquake. The deposit extends outside
current field-of-view. Photograph by D. Townsend, GNS Science.

Exclusions

For those landslide types assessed, the results from this project do not provide an estimate of
the depth or velocity of the debris as it reaches the inundation area delineated in the maps.
The results from this project exclude debris inundation from rockfalls (i.e., the fall of single or
a few rock blocks). It excludes ground movement by slow moving landslides such as rotational
sliding (slumps), earthflows, and deep-seated gravitational slope deformation (DSGSD). While
DSGSD landslide types represent a lower life safety hazard – as they tend to move slowly –
they can still result in significant infrastructure damage (e.g., Mansour et al. 2011). Slow
moving landslides can, under certain conditions, evolve into or be associated with rapid
landslides (e.g., Reid et al. 2003; Loew et al. 2017) in which case if they meet the topographic
criteria defined in Section 2.5.2.1 they will be covered by the analyses conducted in this project.
What is not covered by this project, is the slow displacement component of such landslides.
The results from this project exclude inundation from water, sediment and/or debris (at
concentrations lower then debris flows) resulting from fluvial flooding (flash flood or freshet).
Fluvial flooding hazard in the Kaikōura Regional District is discussed in Wild (2020). Debris
inundation from a landslide dam breach is also not included as it would require estimates of
the valley blocking potential, landslide dam volume, time to failure of the dam after the
landslide, and dam failure mechanism (rapid or progressive failure).
Entrainment along the travel path was not explicitly modelled in this project as the landslide
volume was assumed to be constant from the start to end points. Multiple landslide volumes,
however, were considered in each analysis based on topographic criteria (Section 2.5.2.1).
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The results of this project do not provide a likelihood (probability) of a landslide occurring on a
given slope, or likelihood of debris reaching a given location within the inundation area. These
likelihoods could be estimated in a follow-up stage to the work presented in this report.

1.5

Limitations

The landslide debris inundation extents reported in this project are estimated based on the
50% runout exceedance extent for a landslide type of a given volume (Section 2.5.1). This
implies that in 50% of the cases it can be anticipated that the landslide debris would extend
further than reported and in 50% of cases it can be anticipated that the landslide debris would
extend less than reported. A probabilistic approach which considers the likelihood estimate of
the occurrence of the different landslide volumes for each landslide type along with cumulative
likelihood estimates of debris inundation from these various landslide scenarios could be
undertaken to further characterise the landslide debris inundation hazard.
The results from this project provide a district-scale deterministic assessment of the
landslide-debris inundation potential. It is of adequate scale and detail to identify general areas
susceptible to slippage and/or landslide-debris inundation. It should not be used to inform
site-specific determinations or the design of landslide mitigation measures, which would
require a sufficiently detailed and rigorous site-specific landslide assessment carried out by a
qualified practitioner.

10
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2.0

METHODOLOGY

This section provides an overview of the different steps and techniques used to: 1) identify and
define the extents of the debris-flow fans; 2) calculate the Melton Ratios; and 3) derive the
theoretical background for empirical-relationships for estimating the landslide debris
inundation zones and their implementation in the Geographical Information System (GIS)
environment. The methodology outlined below follows, where appropriate, the guidelines for
landslide susceptibility zoning outlined in Fell et al (2008).

2.1

Delineation of Fans

Fan delineation was conducted in ArcGIS using:
1.

Hillshade and slope angle models along with one metre topographic contours, all derived
from the 2016 LiDAR, captured after the MW 7.8 14 November 2016 Kaikōura
earthquake;

2.

Post-earthquake aerial ortho-imagery from 2016 and 2019, which show the effects of
the Kaikōura earthquake and the ex-tropical cyclones Debbie (4–6 April 2017), Cook
(13–14 April 2017), and Gita (20 February 2018); and

3.

Historical aerial photographs from 1975 and 1976, which show the effects of cyclone
Allison (11–12 March 1975), which are available on retrolens.nz.

Fans were delineated where the topographic contours showed a reversal of curvature –
defined by a concave break in slope – where the watercourse (channel) changes from being
confined to less-confined (Figure 2.1). The fan apex was chosen to represent the location
where the gully, creek, stream or river became less-confined (Figure 2.1).
The fan extents were mapped using the current morphology as shown by the post-Kaikōura
earthquake 2016 LiDAR survey, which was used as the basis for the mapping. However, the
mapped fan boundaries should be considered as transitional as they are likely to change in
the future as more material is deposited on them or eroded from them. Therefore, sediment
deposition is possible beyond the currently mapped fan limits. Floods, debris floods, and debris
flows could travel further than the currently mapped fan extent, as the fans may have been
modified by anthropogenic (e.g., road) and natural (river erosion) processes or due to an
extreme landslide event. The minimum fan area considered was 500 m2, as it was the smallest
size that could confidently and systematically be mapped in the project area based on the
available information. A 500 m2 fan also represents the assumed smallest size on which a
building as defined in the Building Act (2004) is likely to be located. One fan smaller than
500 m2 was included, as its current extent is truncated by State Highway 1 (i.e., its likely natural
extent would be greater) and it is located at the base of a well-defined gully channel.
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Figure 2.1

2.2

Example of fan delineation in the project area based on topographic contours.

Stream Order

A commonly used classification to characterise the hydrology and ecology of a stream is the
stream order. Stream order was used in this project to quantify the stream size and complexity
and provide a cut-off for which fans were mapped. Larger stream orders typically indicate larger
catchments with a lower overall channel gradient, which lead to fluvial processes dominating
the resulting fan.
Based on the classification system outlined in the River Environment Classification (REC) by
the Ministry for the Environment (MfE, 2010), a stream order represents the numerical position
of a tributary within a catchment. When two tributaries of the same stream order join, the
segment downstream of their confluence is given a higher stream order (Figure 2.2). Initially,
the catchment area from the REC (MfE 2010) was used to calculate the Melton Ratio. The
REC uses a 30 m grid resolution to define the catchment boundaries. A preliminary
assessment of the fan delineation and catchment boundaries found the spatial resolution of
the REC catchments to be too coarse relative to the scale of fan mapping. New delineation of
catchments was therefore undertaken for this project using the national 8 m Digital Elevation
Model (DEM) grid available for New Zealand (LINZ 2012). The 2016 LiDAR (1 m grid
resolution) was not used to define the catchments as it does not cover the headwaters of all of
the catchments included in the project area, particularly those with larger stream orders of
5 and 6.
Numerous researchers (e.g. Bigelow et al. 2007) noted that debris flows typically initiate in
first- and second-order streams. As debris inundation occurs downstream of the initiation point,
fan extent was delineated in this project for catchments drained by streams of order 3 or lower.

12
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Figure 2.2

2.3

Schematic representation of how the order of a stream is defined in the River Environment
Classification (REC) by the Ministry for the Environment (MfE 2010). This is the stream order
definition used in this project.

Catchment Morphometry

In this project, catchment morphometry (i.e., measurement of landscape shape) is used to
estimate the dominant hazard in a catchment. Wilford et al (2004) conducted a study in west
central British Columbia, Canada, which investigated what morphometric parameters are the
most useful to estimate which hazard (flood, debris flood, debris flow) is the dominant one
within a given catchment. They found that the “Melton Ratio” and the catchment length were
the best indicators of the dominant process/hazard.
In this project we use the Melton Ratio and catchment length to classify each of the mapped
fans based on their dominant hazard type (Table 2.1). We also use the optical imagery and
fan morphology to check whether debris-flow deposits (lobate-shaped deposits of mixed
fine- to coarse-grained debris) could be identified. Dominant hazard type based on Table 2.1
was also compared with field observations of fan morphology and debris characteristics during
field verification (Section 2.6). It should be emphasised that using the Melton Ratio and
catchment length for estimating the dominant hazard is an empirical approach and that
hazards other than the dominant one are also possible on a fan, based on site-specific and
meteorological event-specific conditions. For example, Welsh and Davies (2011) noted that in
two cases from their study, fans with documented debris-flow activity (Awatarariki and
Waiteperu) were not identified as such based on the criteria outlined in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1

Summary of the Melton Ratio and catchment length used to estimate the dominant hazard type at
each fan.

Dominant hazard type

Melton Ratio

Catchment length (km)

Flood

< 0.3

-

Debris flood

0.3–0.5

> 2.7

Debris flow

> 0.5

< 2.7
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2.3.2

Catchment Morphometry in ArcGIS

The following methodology was used to define the catchment boundaries and calculate their
Melton Ratios and catchment lengths:
1.

The 8 m DEM was ‘filled’ using the Fill tool to remove artificial ‘sinks’ or depressions –
the assumption was made that all sinks are artefacts. It is important to remove these
artificial depressions as they have the potential to influence the modelled flow of streams
and rivers.

2.

The Flow Direction and Flow Accumulation grids were created to establish the flow path
of streams and rivers.

3.

A ‘pour point’ – defined as a point on the surface where water exits the catchment
(ESRI 2018) – was then placed for each catchment within each stream order (orders
1 to 6 – using the stream orders assigned by REC where applicable). For this project,
pour points were placed manually on the apex of the mapped fans. Each of these pour
points was assigned a unique identifier that could be matched to its corresponding
catchment. Although each point had to be placed within the pixel corresponding to the
highest flow accumulation, the Snap Pour Points tool ensures the right pixel has been
selected (a search distance of 8 m was used, corresponding to the resolution of the
DEM).

4.

Catchments (classified by stream order) were firstly defined based on the Snapped Pour
Point and Flow Direction grids. In some cases, this was an iterative process, as
catchment delineation occurs only after pour points have been placed, and placement
will affect subsequent calculation of the Melton Ratio.

5.

Zonal Statistics were calculated (in ArcGIS) for each catchment using the ‘filled’ 8 m
DEM to generate values for maximum elevation, minimum elevation, and area. From
those, it was possible to calculate relief, square root of the area, and the Melton Ratio.

6.

The length of catchments was estimated using grid analysis within ArcGIS. The stream
network within each catchment was delineated from the DEM using the output from the
Flow Accumulation tool. The stream network grid, with a value of 1 in each cell identifying
a stream, was then used as an input to the Cost Distance tool which calculated the
cumulative distance between the pour point and each cell within the stream network. The
maximum value in the resulting distance grid was assumed to be associated with the cell
furthest from the pour point and provided an estimate of the catchment length.
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2.5

Landslide Debris Inundation

The distance that landslide debris travels down a slope from a potential source area is usually
referred to as the landslide travel distance or runout distance (e.g., McDougall 2017). Under
certain conditions some landslides can also travel a certain distance up the opposite side of
the valley (e.g., Evans et al. 1994). The debris inundation area is defined as the area of ground
that falling debris may cover as it travels, which comprises the source zone, transport zone,
and the deposition zone (Figure 1.3). Numerous techniques exist to estimate the potential
landslide debris runout and inundation area. These typically fall into two categories:
1) empirical; or 2) physics-based methods. Empirically-based methods rely on the debris
inundation area of past landslides of a given type, to estimate the anticipated debris inundation
area of future landslides of a similar type. They are relatively simple to apply which makes
them appropriate for district-scale studies. Because empirically-based methods record the
actual behaviour of landslides, they are not limited by our current understanding of landslide
mechanics as can be the case in physics-based models. A limitation of the empirically-based
debris inundation model used in this project is that is cannot incorporate the site-specific
conditions in the forward-looking estimates of the debris inundation area.
Physics-based methods include a range of techniques that consider the site-specific
topography (usually in 2D or 3D) landslide volume, and equivalent rheological parameters of
the failed landslide mass (e.g., Hungr and McDougall 2009; Christen et al. 2012). Such
techniques need to be calibrated by back analysing a suite of data from representative
landslides of varying types, from which detailed information about the landslide can be
obtained and used in the calibration. Iverson (2014) noted that because there is often not
enough information available to fully constrain a physics-based debris-flow model, empirical
methods (i.e., back analyses of historical events) continue to play a dominant role in estimating
the hazard associated with debris flows.
Using such physics-based approaches for the current district-scale assessment is not possible,
as they take considerable input data and time to set up, calibrate, and run, and as such, we
have adopted the empirically-based methodology.
2.5.1

Empirical Relationship

Heim (1932) proposed that the distance a landslide travels is proportional to its fall height. The
tangent of the ratio of the fall height (ΔH) to horizontal runout distance (L) between the crest of
the source zone and toe of the deposit, known as the “Fahrböschung” (Figure 2.3), has
subsequently been correlated with landslide volume (V) (Figure 2.3). Empirical relationships
between the Fahrböschung and landslide volume have been derived for different landslide
types (e.g., Corominas 1996). In this project, the landslide trigger (earthquake or rain) was
used as a proxy for the initial water content of the landslide source material. All other factors
being equal, source material with higher water content (i.e., rain triggered) typically results in
longer runout distance. Measurement of the slope crest and deposit toe can be compiled for
many different landslide types and trigger conditions to generate empirical relationships similar
to the one in Figure 2.3. From these compilations, a best fit linear regression (in log-log space)
between ΔH/L and V was derived for each landslide type (debris avalanche, rock avalanche,
and debris flow) and trigger (seismic/dry and rainfall/wet).
Empirically-based relationships between ΔH/L and V represent the compilation of landslides
with different site conditions (e.g., source geology, local topography, grain-size of failed
material, water content of source material and erodible material along travel path, vegetation,
buildings, the presence (or not) of mitigation measures). This range of site-specific conditions
GNS Science Consultancy Report 2019/102
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results in the variability of observed landslide debris runout and inundation area. The variability
in the landslide debris runout and inundation data also allows for the probability of runout
exceedance, or limits of confidence to be defined for the prediction of runout for each landslide
volume (e.g., Li 1983). For example, the best fit (orange) line in Figure 2.4, represents an
exceedance probability of 50%, i.e. half of the landslides of the given volume and type will
travel further than this line while the 10% line (yellow) represents a 10% chance that a similar
landslide will travel further (McDougall 2017).

Figure 2.3

Schematic representation of the fall height (ΔH) and runout distance (L) parameters for a landslide
and the conceptual relationship between ΔH/L and the landslide volume (V) (modified from
McDougall 2017).

Figure 2.4

Schematic representation of runout exceedance probability based on empirical relationships
(modified from McDougall 2017).
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To minimise variability in empirical relationships, tools to estimate landslide runout need to be
calibrated to the region-specific characteristics over which they will be applied. To address
these contributing factors in the empirical runout-relationships, three plots between the ΔH/L
and volume have been compiled from the relevant Kaikōura- and New Zealand-specific
landslide runout information available (Figure 2.5, Figure 2.6, and Figure 2.7). The three plots
represent:
1.

Earthquake-triggered dry open-slope debris avalanches, which transition into rock
avalanches (volume greater than 100,000 m3) such as those landslides that were
generated in greywacke rocks and other derivative materials during the 2016 Kaikōura
earthquake (Figure 2.5);

2.

Rainfall-triggered wet open-slope debris avalanches and debris flows such as those
triggered along the Kaikōura coast during cyclones Debbie and Cook and ex-tropical
cyclone Gita, and which involved the reactivation of landslides and debris generated by
the Kaikōura earthquake (Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7); and

3.

Rainfall-triggered wet channelised debris flows, where the debris is predominantly
confined to drainage lines/channels. All channelised landslides are assumed to be wet.

The methodology used in this project incorporates the effect of topography by using the
LiDAR-derived DEM to measure the elevation and travel distance between landslide source,
transport zone, and debris deposit. The methodology also accounts for channel confinement
(a specific aspect of the transport zone topography) by differentiating between open-slope
debris avalanches (Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6) and channelised debris flows (Figure 2.9). It
also accounts for the enhanced mobility of landslides that are over 100,000 m3 by using an
empirical relationship for rock avalanches (Figure 2.5). The best fit lines (and associated
statistics) for the ΔH/L as a function of volume plots were determined using a least square
method in a spreadsheet environment. Using the data is normally distributed on either side of
the best fit lines, the 1%, 10%, 25%, 75%, 90% and 99% runout exceedance probability lines
were calculated (Figure 2.5, Figure 2.6, Figure 2.7).
The dry debris avalanche and rock avalanche empirical relationship is intended to represent
debris and rock slope failures that are associated with earthquake-triggered landslides
(e.g., Port Hills and Kaikōura events) or with large volume (>100,000 m3) rock avalanches. In
this project, we assume landslides >100,000 m3 are rock avalanches. The rationale for
considering the large volume rock avalanches as dry is that they do not represent water
saturated masses in the same way to rainfall-triggered debris avalanches or debris flows. The
bi-linear behaviour (in log-log space) of the relationship between ΔH/L ratio and volume had
previously been noted by other researchers (e.g., Scheidegger 1973; Finlay et al. 1999;
Hermanns et al. 2012; Whithall 2019). In this project, rock avalanches up to 10,000,000 m3
were considered, because the largest rock avalanche triggered during the 2016 Kaikōura
earthquake was the Hapuku landslide at about 12,000,000 m3. Table 2.2 summarises the
Fahrböschung (and equivalent ΔH/L ratio) for each of the volume classes investigated in this
project.
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Figure 2.5

Empirical relationship between ΔH/L ratio and volume in dry (i.e., earthquake-triggered) debris
of
avalanches (<100,000 m3) and rock avalanches (>100,000 m3).Table 2.2 Summary
Fahrböschung and ΔH/L value for each volume class of dry debris avalanche and rock avalanche
used in this project. See Figure 2.7 for graphical representation of data considered.

50% Runout Exceedance Probability
Volume (m3)

18

Fahrböschung (°)

ΔH/L

10

45

1.0

100

43

0.93

1000

41

0.87

10,000

38

0.78

100,000

30

0.58

1,000,000

23

0.42

10,000,000

18

0.32
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Rainfall-triggered debris avalanches on open-slopes and have previously been referred to as
open-slope debris flows. In this project the term debris flow is reserved for landslides travelling
within a channelised path (Hungr et al. 2014). The range of source materials for the
rainfall-triggered debris avalanches compiled in Figure 2.6 include till (Milne et al. 2015;
Brideau et al. 2019), weathered granite (Wong et al. 1998, Hunter and Fell 2003;
Wong et al. 2004) and weathered greywacke bedrock/colluvium (Kaikōura). The examples
from the Kaikōura region were triggered by ex-tropical cyclone Gita. They show a wide range
of mobility which upon initial review appears to be associated with the different vegetation
(pasture, scrub, or mature forest) along the runout path but all the factors influencing runout
mentioned earlier in this section could have contributed. As rainfall-triggered debris avalanches
interact with the surficial material and/or weathered bedrock along the travel path their volumes
can vary, but typically they tend to be <100,000 m3. Table 2.3 summarises the Fahrböschung
(and equivalent ΔH/L ratio) for each of the volume classes investigated in this project.

Figure 2.6

Empirical relationship between ΔH/L ratio and volume for rainfall-triggered debris avalanches
(open-slope or non-channelised and sometimes previously referred to as open-slope debris flows).
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Table 2.3

Summary of Fahrböschung and ΔH/L value for each volume class of rainfall-triggered debris
avalanche considered in this project. See Figure 2.8 for the graphical representation of the data
considered.

50% Runout Exceedance Probability
Volume (m3)
Fahrböschung (°)

ΔH/L

10

36

0.73

100

32

0.62

1000

28

0.52

10,000

24

0.45

100,000

21

0.38

The rainfall-triggered debris flows compiled in this project cover a wide range of geographical
areas and source materials (Figure 2.7). Debris flows initiating from volcanic edifices (i.e., lahars)
were excluded as they have a documented high mobility (Griswold and Iverson 2014) and the
project area contains only limited exposures of volcanic material. The range of volume categories
considered for this project include up to 1,000,000 m3, because a ~200,000 m3 debris flow was
documented during 2017 ex-tropical cyclone Gita. Table 2.4 summarises the Farhböschung
(and equivalent ΔH/L ratio) for each of the volume classes investigated in this project.

Figure 2.7

20

Empirical relationship between ΔH/L ratio and volume for rainfall-triggered debris flows (confined or
channelised).
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Table 2.4

Summary of the Fahrböschung and ΔH/L value for each volume class of rainfall-triggered debris flow
considered in this project. See Figure 2.9 for graphical representation of the data considered.

50% Runout Exceedance Probability
Volume (m3)

2.5.2

Fahrböschung (°)

ΔH/L

10

33

0.65

100

26

0.49

1000

21

0.38

10,000

17

0.31

100,000

13

0.23

1,000,000

10

0.18

Implementation of Empirical Runout Methodology in ArcGIS

This was done in a series of steps:
•

Step 1: Identify potential landslide source areas

•

Step 2: Carry out dry open-slope debris avalanche/rock avalanche runout modelling and
wet debris avalanches runout modelling; and

•

Step 3: Carry out channelised debris-flow runout modelling for wet flows.

2.5.2.1 Step 1: Source area identification
Identification of potential landslide source areas took place in two stages, with both stages
used to define the maximum credible landslide source volume that could occur from any given
slope:
1.

Local slope relief (LSR): the difference between the elevation of the grid cell and the
lowest point in an 80 m radius circle, projected from each grid cell. The 80 m radius value
was selected to capture the representative difference in elevation of the slope of interest
while minimizing situations where the relief of a neighbouring slope is getting attributed
to a pixel. In this project we use a 3 m by 3 m resolution DEM resampled from the 1 m
resolution DEM derived from the 2016 LiDAR survey. This LSR to volume relationship is
based on 19,800 landslides that were triggered by the 2016 Kaikōura Earthquake. We
used it to identify which slopes would be large enough in height (LSR) to generate
landslides of a given volume (Figure 2.8). Table 2.5 summarises the LSR values
assumed for each landslide volume class considered in this project. The LSR was
calculated for sections of the hillside based on the elevation difference in the DEM cells
within the 80 m radius that had a gradient greater than 20°. This first stage was done to
avoid identifying gentle slopes (i.e., < 20°) that have a low likelihood of generating debris
avalanches, rock avalanches, and debris flows.
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Figure 2.8

Local slope relief (LSR) for the slopes on which the different volume classes of landslides triggered
by the Kaikōura Earthquake occurred. N landslides = 19,800.

Table 2.5

Summary of the estimated potential landslide source volume as a function of the local slope relief
calculated in the 80 m radius.

22

Volume bin range
(m3)

Representative
volume (m3)

Minimum local slope
relief in the 80 m
radius (m)

1–10

10

3

>10–100

100

22

>100–1000

1000

39

>1000–10,000

10,000

51

>10,000–100,000

100,000

66

>100,000–1,000,000

1,000,000

71

>1,000,000

10,000,000

83
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2.

The landslide source area: we used the landslide source volume and area relationship
derived for 13,500 landslides, mainly debris avalanches in greywacke, triggered by the
2016 Kaikōura earthquake (Figure 2.9 and Table 2.6; Massey et al. in review). These
areas were used to screen (remove) slopes not large enough to generate a landslide of
a given volume class.

This two-stage process allowed slopes which could potentially generate landslides up to a
given source volume to be systematically identified within the project area. This is important
because larger landslides generally result in longer landslide debris inundation zones. The
location of each potential 10,000,000 m3 and 1,000,000 m3 landslide source was assessed
manually to ensure such slopes could credibly generate such large landslides. Spot checks
were done on smaller slopes only able to generate smaller landslides.

Figure 2.9

Empirical relationship between landslide source plan area and the landslide volume as derived for
the debris avalanches (DA) triggered by the 2016 Kaikōura Earthquake in the greywacke-dominated
terrain (GeolCode4). From Massey et al. (in review).
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Table 2.6

Empirical relationship between the landslide source plan area and the landslide volume for
greywacke-dominated terrain that was used to validate the potential landslide source area used in
the empirical runout model. Values are derived from relationship in Massey et al. (in review).

Volume bin range
(m3)

Mean source area for
volume bin range
(m2)

Representative
Landslide volume
(m3)

Source plan area (m2)
for representative
landslide volume
from fit in Figure 2.9

1–10

<32

10

5

>10–100

32

100

45

>100–1000

460

1000

410

>1000–10,000

1300

10,000

3800

>10,000–100,000

4700

100,000

35,000

>100,000–1,000,000

21,000

1,000,000

371,000

>1,000,000

Limited data

10,000,000

2,900,000

2.5.2.2 Step 2: Open-slope runout modelling
To estimate the runout distance of the open-slope landslides, GNS Science developed a GIS
script that combines the Fahrböschung method with methodology used in the ArcGIS Visibility
Tool. The visibility tool assesses which areas can be seen from a particular location. In this
project, for each landslide volume class, the elevation of a grid cell within the source was
projected in eight directions (i.e., to each adjacent grid cell) using the Fahrböschung. This
projected elevation was compared with the elevation obtained from the DEM. All the cells with
the projected elevation above the DEM were considered to be ‘visible’ and within the inundated
area, but only if they were downhill from the processing cell. The process was continued using
these inundated cells as sources until no more cells were inundated (Figure 2.10A). To avoid
the landslide runout stopping when reaching a small step in elevation, especially for larger
volumes (1000 m3 or greater), an allowed arbitrary obstacle height (Table 2.7) was introduced
and subtracted from the DEM when the downhill cells were determined (Figure 2.10B). The
3 m resolution DEM is used for processing and the Fahrböschung for each landslide volume
class is listed in Table 2.2 (dry) and Table 2.3 (wet).
Table 2.7

Height of the topographic obstacle that was assumed to not affect the runout of a debris avalanche
per landslide volume class.

Landslide volume
class (m3)

Obstacle height that does
not stop runout (m)

10, 100

0

1000

0.5

10,000, 100,000,

1

1,000,000, 10,000,000

24
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Figure 2.10

Conceptual representation of the landslide runout model stopping rules as implemented in GIS. A)
the modelled travel path (red arrow) intersects the Fahrböschung for the landslide volume class
investigated, and B) the modelled travel path exceeds the obstacle size defined for the landslide
volume class investigated.
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Step 3: Channelised runout modelling
To estimate the runout distance of the channelised flows, GNS Science developed a GIS script
that uses the same method as described above, but where the source elevations were
projected cell by cell only downhill, along the steepest flow path from each cell.
No obstacles were allowed in this model, so it was necessary to ‘fill’ the DEM to remove artificial
‘sinks’ on the assumption that all the sinks are artefacts of the DEM generation process. A flow
direction grid was generated to establish the potential runout path from each grid cell and
elevations were projected only along these paths using Fahrböschung for each landslide
volume class (Table 2.4).

2.6

Field Verification

Two days of field verification of the fan delineation and landslide debris inundation mapping
were conducted on 28 and 29 August 2019 by Marc-André Brideau and Chris Massey, both of
GNS Science. Field verification focused on three pilot study areas near Kekerengu,
Mangamaunu, and Oaro (Figure 1.1). These areas were selected to cover a range of
geological material (Table 2.8), topography, landslide volumes, and landslide runouts in the
Kaikōura District.
Table 2.8

Geological units from the Edbrooke et al. (2015) compilation in the three pilot study areas that were
part of the field verification for this project.

Geological unit
Motunau Group

Age
Miocene

Main lithologies
Calcareous sandstone, siltstone and mudstone with
bioclastic limestone

Muzzle Group

Palaeocene-Eocene

Siliceous micritic limestone with siltstone

Eyre Group

Late Cretaceous

Siltstone, sandy mudstone, sandstone

Coverham Group

Early Cretaceous

Moderately indurated conglomerate, sandstone, siltstone

Pahau Terrane

Early Cretaceous

Greywacke (sandstone and mudstone)

During field verification, small fans were also examined in the town of Kaikōura to assess
whether their location in an urban environment could result in a higher susceptibility to generate
damage to property. The large debris-flow fans on the southern face of Mount Fyffe were also
visited to calibrate the mapped extent of the fans.
The main finding from the field verification was that the potential landslide source volumes
were being overestimated when using only the LSR criteria (Figure 2.8 and Table 2.5). These
preliminary results indicated that the identified potential landslide sources needed a second
assessment criteria, the area to volume relationship shown in Figure 2.9. These findings were
incorporated into the methodology in Section 2.5.2.1.
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3.0

RESULTS

3.1

Fan Delineation

A total of 253 fans were identified in the project area. Fans were delineated for catchments
with stream order 3 or less (Section 3.2). Catchments of order greater than 3 were assumed
to be dominated by fluvial processes. Figure 3.1 presents histograms of the mapped fan area.
While most of the fans have an area less than 5000 m2 (Figure 3.1B), there is a second
grouping with area larger than 100,000 m2 (Figure 3.1C). Attributes of each fan include their
fan area, catchment order, catchment area, catchment length, and Melton Ratio of the
catchment. The extent and location of the fans identified as part of this project are provided to
CRC and KDC as an ArcGIS shapefile.

Figure 3.1

Histograms of the mapped fan area for this project using A) 2000 m2, B) 5000 m2, and C) 10,000 m2
bin sizes. Note that while vertical bar plots on the tick mark of a bin size it represents fan sizes less
than that bin size. For example, in panel C) the bar at 10,000 m2 represents fans with an area less
than 10,000 m2 while the vertical bar at 20,000 m2 represents fans with areas between 10,000 and
20,000 m2.
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3.2

Melton Ratio and Catchment Length

The distribution of catchment length and Melton Ratio for the 253 fans mapped in the project
area is presented in Figure 3.2 as a function of the catchment order and length. The three
fields showing which process dominates are outlined in Figure 3.2; these are based on the
empirical values for the catchment length and Melton Ratio listed in Table 2.1. These values
were selected based on the work of Wilford et al. (2004) with the modification by Welsh and
Davies (2011) based on their observations of landslides in the Coromandel Peninsula
(i.e., Melton Ratio of 0.5 instead of 0.6 as the boundary between debris flow and debris flood).
Figure 3.2 shows that as the catchment order increases, it tends to be dominated by flooding
(fluvial) processes.

Figure 3.2

3.3

Plot of the catchment length and Melton Ratio for catchments in the project area that have a stream
order of 3 or less. Fields of flood, debris flood, and debris flow dominated catchments are based on
the criteria from Wilford et al. (2004) with modification by Welsh and Davies (2011) based on
New Zealand case studies.

Open-Slope Landslide Debris Inundation

A section of the Kowhai River Valley is shown in Figure 3.3 (dry earthquake-triggered) and
Figure 3.4 (wet rain-triggered) as examples of the estimated open-slope landslide debris
inundation models. Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 show the modelled source volumes and the
associated debris inundation for each volume class. As anticipated from the observed empirical
relationships (Section 2.5.1), with the progressive addition of larger volume classes in each panel
(Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4) the modelled areas inundated by debris increase. Figure 3.4 also
demonstrates that wet open-slope landslides travel further than dry open-slope landslides
(Figure 3.3) of a similar volume. It should be emphasised that Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 represent
the runout from every source identified and that during an earthquake or intense rainfall event
not every potential source would generate a landslide. For example, Figure 2.10 shows that
during the 2016 Kaikōura Earthquake only two 10,000,000 m3 landslides occurred.
The potential landslide source location and modelled debris inundation extent for the dry and
wet open-slope landslides for the whole project area are provided to CRC and KDC as ArcGIS
shapefiles.
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Figure 3.3

30

Section of the Kowhai River Valley providing an example of the modelled landslide debris inundation
for dry open-slope debris avalanches and rock avalanches. Plot showing the modelled source (warm
colours) and runout (cool colours) for A) 10 m3, B) 100 m3, C) 1000 m3, D) 10,000 m3, E) 100,000 m3,
and F) 1,000,000 and 10,000,000 m3.
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Figure 3.4

3.4

Section of the Kowhai River Valley providing an example of the modelled landslide debris inundation
for wet open-slope debris avalanches. Plot showing the modelled source (warm colours) and runout
(greens) for A) 10 m3, B) 100 m3, C) 1000 m3, D) 10,000 m3, and E) 100,000 m3.

Channelised Landslide Debris Inundation

A section of the Kowhai River Valley is shown in Figure 3.5 as an example of the results from
the modelled wet channelised debris-flow inundation.
Whereas the open-slope landslide inundation models covered the entire project area, the
outputs of the wet channelised debris-flow inundation modelling are only reported for the 253
mapped fans. This assumes that landslide debris inundation outside of the mapped fans is
captured by the open-slope landslide debris inundation models (Section 3.3). The extent of the
channelised debris-flow inundation is shown by a line on the fan for each debris-flow volume
class modelled. These lines, indicating debris-flow inundation extent, are extrapolated across
the width of the fan to account for potential avulsion of the active channel (Figure 3.5).
The estimated debris-flow inundation lines on the mapped fans are provided to CRC and KDC
as an ArcGIS shapefile.
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Figure 3.5

Section of the Kowhai River Valley providing an example of the modelled landslide debris inundation
for wet channelised debris flows with a A) hillshade model from the 2016 post-earthquake LiDAR,
B) 2016 post-earthquake aerial photograph, and C) 1975 post-cyclone Alison aerial photograph as
background imagery. Fans are symbolised based on dominant hazard process identified using the
Melton Ratio and catchment length (Section 2.3).
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4.0

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION

This Phase 1, report provides a district-scale deterministic assessment of the locations within
the project area that could be affected by debris and rock avalanches (slippage and falling
debris) and debris flows (debris-flow fans) triggered by earthquakes and rain. The landslide
debris inundation areas were modelled in ArcGIS using a set of empirical relationships based
on observations of landslides from New Zealand and worldwide. The landslide debris
inundation modelling was carried out for three landslide types: 1) debris flows; 2) debris
avalanches; and 3) rock avalanches. The ArcGIS data files for the entire project area were
provided to CRC and KDC.
The landslide debris inundation area was estimated for dry and wet debris avalanches
(10 to 100,000 m3) and dry rock avalanches (100,000 and 10,000,000 m3) over the entire
project area. This project also outlined the extent of 253 fans and provided a scoping-level
assessment of the likely dominant process active on each fan (debris flow, debris flood, or
flood) based on empirical observations from New Zealand and Canada. The landslide debris
inundation from debris flows triggered by rainfall was estimated for the 253 fans mapped in the
project area. The current work excluded hazards associated with fluvial floods, landslide-dam
outburst floods, rock falls, and slow-moving landslides.
Results from this project highlighted that rainfall-triggered landslides (wet debris avalanches
and debris flows) have a greater mobility and travel further than earthquake-triggered
landslides (dry debris avalanches) of similar volume. These results are consistent with
research by others in New Zealand and worldwide. This project also provided information
which could be used to delineate areas with greater potential for landslide debris inundation
(i.e. located downslope from potential landslide sources and within modelled runout distances
based on empirical relationships).
Due to the deterministic nature of the assessment presented in this report, it does not provide
a probability of occurrence for the landslide hazard scenarios considered, which would be
determined in Phase 2 of this report. This means that while estimates of landslide debris
inundation are available for a range of landslide types and volumes, the current work does not
provide information regarding the likelihood of a given area being inundated with debris. The
likelihood of a given area being inundated by debris will depend, amongst other factors, on the
likelihood of the trigger occurring (recurrence interval of rainfall events and earthquakes),
likelihood of landslide initiating at a particular location (site specific conditions such as geology,
fracturing of the rock, and seepage), likelihood of an event of that volume occurring at that
location (large landslides occur less often than small ones), cumulative likelihood of area being
inundated considering landslides of different volumes (most landslide volumes make it to base
of slope but fewer make it a given distance from the base of the slope). It is recommended that
KDC and CRC assess whether the results from this Phase 1 study provide sufficient
information to underpin District Plan provisions. The Phase 2 work would take the results from
Phase 1, and estimate the spatial probability of landslides of different volumes impacting the
different areas within the hazard zones identified in Phase 1. Whilst we understand that this
Phase 2 work may not be needed, it would provide a more robust analysis of the landslide
hazards within the district.
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